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GIT Dark Fly Tying Materials
Our GIT Dark Fly Tying Materials also known as glow in the dark is the largest selection of fly tying
materials available at one company in the world. These are some of the best long lasting synthetic
materials on the market today for fly tying. They glow bright and long, they are pretty easy to use and
work with just like other synthetics on the market.

Baitfish Glow Hair
This Baitfish Hair is just like EP
Fibers and Congo hair. This style
hair here is white with glow in the
dark fibers blended in to make it
glow.
1- 8” hank per package
Price $4.50
We also have a baitfish glow blends
which is our baitfish hair blended
with our SFG Hair to make for
small to large baitfish patterns. It is
available in all our SFG Hair colors.
The Baitfish Glow Blends is a trail
run we may discontinue it if it is not
a popular item.
Those are the same price as listed
above.

Glow in the Dark 5/64” O.D. Braid
Cord
Glow in the Dark 5/64” O.D. Braid
Cord can be used as a tail or wrapped
as a body. You can loosen the end and
flare it out or heat it and flare it out. If
wraping on the body it will be bulky.
It is super strong and it glows super
bright.
1- 5feet bag
Price $2.50
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Glow in the Dark Chenille works just
like any other chenille on the market.
It is a Mylar material that makes up
the glow and is still made the same
way as other chenille’s. It glows very
bright and is great for making bodies.
1- 3 yard bag
Price $4.00
Currently only available in orange red
and yellow
Orange, Green, White, Red, & Yellow

from top left to bottom right

Glow in the Dark Chironomid Braid
It has a diameter of 0.020”.
Traditional Chironomid Braid has a
diameter of 0.025”.
It is woven braid that will lay flat.
1- 2 yard bag
Price $2.60
Chartreuse, Pink, White, Orange, Blue, Green, & Purple from left to right pink may vary in color

Coarse synthetic Glow Dubbing
Our Coarse Synthetic Glow Dubbing
is number one best selling dubbing.
Our Coarse glow dubbing can be
used as a dubbing or grab a couple of
strands of it and tight it in to wrap a
body or wrap to make a head on a fly.
It works great for midge heads.
1-0.10oz bag
Price $2.50
We also have our coarse dubbing in
black, Lime Green, and Brown Olive
Dun. But these colors do not glow in
the dark. See our fly tying materials
for them

GIT Dark
Dark Dubbing
Our GIT Dark Dubbing is our own
manufactured glow dubbing. It is soft
and easy to work with just like other
synthetic dubbings on the market
today. It glows very bright and long
depending on charge.
1-0.6oz bag
Price $2.50

Pale Pink, White, Pale Blue, Pale Green, & Yellow Dun top left to bottom right
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GIT Dark Mini Hot Glue Sticks
Our GIT Dark mini hot glue sticks
work in any standard mini hot glue
gun. They work great for creating a
glow in the dark body for Mylar
minnow patterns. They glow for a
very long time when charged for a
minute or more.
1 bag 3 - 4”long x 0.28” hot glue
sticks
Price $2.40

SFG Hair
Our SFG Hair is silky fine glow hair
it glows super bright and long. It
glows so bright in the dark you need
sunglasses. It can be used with
natural furs or feathers, or with
other synthetics. It will glow right
through the other materials. It has
great movement in the water for
medium to large flies.
1 hank per package
Price $3.80

Chartreuse, Pink, White, Orange, Sky Blue, Lime Green, Purple from left to right

Glow In The Dark Silicone Crazy
legs

Chartreuse above

Crystal white glows blue

www.1lcl.weebly.com

Our glow in the dark silicone crazy
legs are just like all the others. But
ours glow bright and long.
The left is chartreuse and the right is
solid white.
We also have a limited supply of
crystal white silicon crazy legs that
glow blue (they are the same legs as
aquaglo).
1 bag - 5 pads each pad has 22 legs
Price $3.30

Solid White Above

Crystal White Glows Green out of stock
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1/16” O.D. Glow In The
The Dark
Tubing
Our 1/16” O.D. glow in the dark
Tubing is easy to work with and is
hollow. You can make great caddis
flies with this tubing or cut a piece and
slide it over the hook shank for a slim
body look.
1 yard per bag
Price $2.00

3/32” O.D. Glow In The Dark
Tubing
Our 3/32” O.D. glow in the dark
Tubing is easy to work with and is
hollow. It stretches over 5 times its
original length. You can use it to make
bodies or cut a piece and slide it over
the hook shanks. It glows super bright
and long with a minute or more
charging it.
1 yard per bag
Price $2.50

White, Green, Pink, & Blue

3/16” O.D. Glow In
In The Dark
Tubing
Our 3/16” O.D. glow in the dark
Tubing is easy to work with and is
hollow. It stretches over 5 times its
original length. It is a lot bigger then
our other tubing you can cut it down
the diameter and make thick scud
backs or cut thin strips for legs or to
wrap as a body material. It glows super
bright and long with a minute or more
charging it.
1 yard per bag
Retail Price $2.80

available in White, Green, Pink, & Blue
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5/16” O.D. Glow In The Dark
Tubing
Our 5/16” O.D. glow in the dark
Tubing is just like our 3/32” and 3/16”
but it is big. It stretches over 5 times its
original length. It is primly used for
cod teasers and squid jigs. We carry
because every one tries it for
something. It glows super bright and
long with a minute or more charging it.
1 yard per bag
Price $3.50

1/8” I.D. 8.5” Glow In The Dark
Tubing
Our1/8” I.D. 8.5” Glow In the dark
tubing has a thinner wall then are other
tubing. It still stretches five times it
length. One end is closed and the other
end is open. This tubing is great for
cutting and making small scud backs,
wrapping for bodies or using to make
your own style legs.
1- 8.5” long 1/8” I.D. tube
Price $1.00
For this item we can make the bags up
with how many tubes you want in a
bag.

20ct 5mm IGOR Glow In The Dark
Eyes
Our glow in the dark IGOR Eyes glow
nice and bright and work just like other
IGOR Eyes. They come with an
adhesive backing. We suggested you
always use some kind of glue when
applying them to baitfish patterns so
you get a long last life of the eyes.
1- 20CT 5mm Glow In the Dark IGOR
Eyes
Price $2.80
We are working to bring on more sizes

www.1lcl.weebly.com
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GIT Dark Silicone Cord
GIT Dark silicone cord is 1/16” outside
diameter and can stretch 6 times it
original length with out breaking. It
works best for making bodies; you
could also use it for legs or tails. It is
wiggly movement depending on the
length you leave for a tail or leg. It
glows super bright and long depending
on charging.
1- 2yds bag
Retail Price $2.50
1- Variety bag all 5 colors each 18”
long
Retail Price $3.00
Top left to right: blue, green, purple,
pink, white, & variety pack

GIT Dark Poly Yarn
Yarn
GIT Dark Poly Yarn is four strands of
yarn twisted together like regular
knitting yarn. It works great for bodies
and you can unravel the four strands to
use one strand for a fine wrap or to tie
on very small flies. It glows super
bright and long depending on charging.
1- 3yds bag
Retail Price $2.00
1- 10yds bag
Retail Price $5.00
Photos coming soon
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